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St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church, Denver 
Vestry Meeting Agenda 

March 10, 2015 
6:30 – 9:00 p.m. 

 
Our Vision 

The tree of life is growing here. 
 

Our Mission 
We are called 

To offer sanctuary in the city 
To grow in God’s love 

To seek the renewal of the world 
 
Participants:   
• Voting members:  Alice Barton, Matthew Bentley, Jeff Brown, Junior Warden, Ben Cordova, 

Jonathan Culwell, Ally Dodge, Al Grinestaff, Cindy Henning, Mike Ogborn, Elizabeth Randall, 
Rector; and Susan Trickett, Senior Warden 

• Non-voting members:  Melissa Adzima, Curate; Shelley Brown, Clerk; Wib Garfield, Deacon; Tim 
Krueger, Choirmaster;   George Magnuson, Assisting Priest; and Sally Thomas, Children’s 
Minister 

• Guest:  Becky Jones, candidate for the priesthood 
 

 
Opening Meditation—Elizabeth led a Scripture-based meditation. 
 
 
Continuing Business 
 
• Ordinations—Elizabeth  

o Becky Jones:   Becky was present for this part of the meeting.  God willing, she will be 
ordained to the priesthood on June 13, 2015, at St. John’s Cathedral.  Ruth Woodliff-Stanley 
has asked her to come to St. Thomas to be curate on a part-time basis.  She will also be 
keeping her job with the diocese.  Ruth has asked her to begin in Holy Week .  St. Andrew’s 
will have a celebration of Becky’s new ministry, perhaps on June 7th,  the Sunday before her 
ordination.  She will be preaching at St. John’s on April 22. 

o Pam Stewart:  Pam is a candidate for the diaconate – to be ordained, God willing, on June 13 
also.  We will also celebrate Pam’s new ministry on Sunday, June 7th we hope.   
 

• Parking lots—Susan (see Attachment 1):  Steering committee co-chairs Roger Kilgore and 
George Hoover will attend the April Vestry meeting to give a full progress report, but they 
wanted us to review the qualitative criteria they have developed for potential developers to get 
a feel for what is essential to St. Andrew’s.  Susan emphasized that the Vestry was not asked to 
approve the document, but to receive and react to it, and asked for comment.  The general 
feeling in the Vestry was that the criteria did a very good job of not giving too much detail – but 
at the same time, a really good feel for what we hope for.  It will be a work in progress – which is 
one reason the Vestry was not asked to approve; the guidelines need to be flexible.  Susan asked 
whether anyone felt that anything was missing. There was Vestry concern about the issue of 
affordable/supported housing, some members not sure that the document drilled down enough 
in that area.  Susan responded that next month the steering committee will be talking about 
how to fit all of those issues.  Elizabeth and Susan asked that Vestry members thank George 
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Hoover for his commitment – his voice and heart are in the criteria. 
 

• Safety issues: 
 
o Keys—Sally:  Several issues relating to building keys and key-holders directly connect with 

the safety of children.   
 Training:  It has always been a goal of Sally’s that every key holder complete 

Safeguarding God’s Children training, and keep current certification in it.  The training’s 
outlook is that everyone in a community (not just the children’s ministers) should be 
part of the safety net for its children, and it seeks to equip everyone with skills and 
awareness to make that possible.  The Vestry agreed that this proposal was a good idea, 
recognizing it would include all Vestry members in the group needing to have current 
training.  

 A relatively large number of people (chiefly new Vestry members and Still Point 
ministers) are receiving keys right now.  Additionally, over the past few years the 
number of people who have keys has become very large – and there is no longer a 
record of who all the key holders are.   The Vestry discussed various strategies for re-
keying the buildings.  Sally proposed that we re-key in 4 months’ time, and that the 
Ministry Collaboration Team might discuss this issue.   This would give time to alert the 
parish about the upcoming change.  One possibility is to use key pads (which readily can 
accommodate both long-term and short-term building access), perhaps in combination 
with doors which are keyed.   ACTION:  Jeff and Sally will research the issues and 
explore options – keyed doors, keypads, a combination of these, and/or other options -- 
including how many people should be able to change keypad codes on the doors.   
 

o Safety ministry—Elizabeth:  Sally, Susan, Lisa Sisneros and Joe Schwairy all spent time on 
developing a draft parish safety plan, but it is time to kick-start it so we have a plan in place 
and are a little more organized in terms of our approach to safety and security.  Elizabeth 
believes that the safety plan needs to be elevated to the level of a ministry.  It would include 
disaster preparedness as well as a whole array of issues that need attention.   Elizabeth 
asked the Vestry to brainstorm for a few minutes about the qualities needed by the co-
leaders of such a ministry, and the issues such a ministry would address. 
 
Susan commented that this was another example of an effort the Vestry needed to jump-
start, but then to find others to take the ongoing responsibilities.  Vestry members   
wondered about creating a multi-celled organization so that the rector doesn’t have an 
ever-growing number ministry leaders reporting to her.  At the transitional parish 
workshop they talked about various models of ministry.  In  pastoral-size parishes 
everything centers on the rector; but the community needs other models as it grows. 

 
 
New Business 
 
• Music Guild—Tim:  Tim reported that there will be an event to launch the Friends of Music on 

Friday, May 1– taking the form of a concert with a reception downstairs.  ACTION:   Vestry 
members were asked to put it on their calendars, and it needs to be on the parish calendar.    He 
hopes to raise half of the $30,000 before the concert.   Thereafter there will be a few ongoing 
events to keep the Friends of Music in the eyes of the parish – here at church or at a 
parishioner’s home.  Tim and the Vestry discussed various plans and strategies for the effort.  
Susan thanked Tim for his willingness to take this new direction. 
 

• Outreach—Jubilee Center Parish proposal:  Wib & Elizabeth brought the following proposal to 
the Vestry: 
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 That Outreach Committee adopts the criteria for recognition as a Jubilee Ministry to guide St. 
Andrew’s involvement and support of programs.  OC would announce to the parish this news and 
invite anyone interested to join us at a lunch/tea/gathering of some sort.  That Outreach 
Committee adopt a new name which more closely reflects the mission and ministry of a Jubilee 
Ministry Parish.    
 
MOTION:  Mike moved that the Vestry adopt the proposal as outlined in the written submission 
from Wib.  Ben seconded.  The motion passed unanimously. 
 

• Facilities Use Policy—Melissa presented a draft of amendments to the existing policy.  The 
Vestry reviewed and made suggestions for further changes to the policy.  ACTION:  Send any 
suggested edits to Melissa, who will work with Sally and Jeff to dovetail the policy with the re-
keying project.  The policy will be brought to a vote in the next few months. 

 
 
Financial statements (see Attachment 2)—Susan presented the reports for February in Bob’s 
absence, commenting that the financial situation was looking very good so far this year, and very 
much better than it had at this time last year. 
 
 
Approval of January Minutes:  The minutes were approved as amended. 
 
 
Other Business 
• George reported that we continue to have a vibrant Catechumenate with a group coming into 

more ministry and presence in the church.   
• George reported that the previous night the Adult Forum had had 22 people for “Rethinking 

Cross and Resurrection using the poetry of R.S. Thomas” 
• Ben announced that Iain and Joanna Hyde would be performing Irish, bluegrass, folk music –at 

Swallow Hill on March 20 – and that this would be in the bulletin. 
• Elizabeth announced the future visit of John Philip Newell to St. Andrew’s.  He is an 

author/theologian who first made a mark with work on Celtic spirituality – “Listening for the 
Heartbeat of God.”  He now works with peacemaking/interfaith issues.  He is a great speaker 
who attracts a wide variety of progressive ecumenical Christian people – he appeals to people 
who do centering prayer, like Richard Rohr.  This is an opportunity for renewal for the parish 
and also a way of reaching out to people in the wider community.  There will be two programs:  
The first will be Friday night, open to a big audience.  Saturday’s program will be for a smaller 
group in retreat.  He will also be preaching on Sunday. 

 
Elizabeth offered a closing prayer, and the meeting adjourned at 9:20 pm. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Shelley Brown, Clerk 
 
Attachments to the Minutes 

• Attachment 1:  Parking lot steering committee report 
• Attachment 2: Financial reports – February 2015 
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Action item summary:  (Items in italics are outstanding from previous meetings) 
 

1. (All) Send any suggested edits of the facility use policy to Melissa, who will work with Sally 
and Jeff to dovetail the policy with the re-keying project.   
 

2. (Susan) Bring the policy to the Vestry for vote in the next few months. 
 

3. (Jeff and Sally) Research the issues related to re-keying our facilities (timing, options, and 
strategies) including how many people should be able to change keypad codes on the doors 
(should keypads be part of the recommendation).   
 

4. (All) Put the May 1 Friends of Music launch concert on their calendars. 
 

5. (Tim) Assure that the May 1 Friends of Music concert is on the parish calendar.     
 
 

6.  (Elizabeth)  Schedule future conversations regarding the uses of alcohol and desirable policies 
guiding that for St. Andrew’s. 
 

7. (Susan and Elizabeth) Schedule an event to have conversation with former Vestry members. 
 

8. (All)  If it is decided to begin asking for facility use donations by groups not charging 
participants, revise the Facility Use Policy to address this. 
 

9. (Bob)  Contact our bank about reducing bank charges. 
 

10. (Bob) Check why the music payroll tax calculation went down in the 2015 budget proposal. 
 

11.  (TBD) Form a Safety task force or committee (perhaps an ongoing ministry with a chair with 
a 3-year term) 
 

12. (Elizabeth) Take the material from the retreat and put together a document supplementary to 
the proto-plan along with some questions to invite thought, in order to give the ministers more 
material to work with – and then get some thoughts back from the ministry leaders in order to 
get ideas about programming for the next three years. 
 

13.  (Susan) Ask Bob to clarify where the escrow amount appears in financial reports. 
 

14.   (Vestry, TBD)  Address guidelines for use of the parish bulletin board and tract rack. 
 

15. (Vestry –TBD) Respond to the Financial Planning Task Force regarding their questions to the Vestry as 
articulated in their report (see December 2013 Vestry minutes, Attachment 2). 
 

16. (Vestry – TBD) Evaluate the Financial Planning Task Force model for accuracy, and explore whether 
there is guidance on trajectories for growing churches.   
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Vestry Norms - Our Promises to Each Other 
 
• We will be prayerful in all that we do, in order to gain spiritual direction and find 

common ground. 
 

• We will make a priority of regular participation in vestry meetings and other vestry 
responsibilities. 
 

• We will respect each other’s time, coming prepared to all meetings, and addressing 
issues succinctly. 
 

• We will be fully engaged and present, willing to participate in discussion, even if it’s 
hard or our views are potentially unpopular.  
 

• We will listen and speak with respect, 
o Creating a safe environment for full participation, 
o Using “I” statements, 
o Assuming good intent, 
o Being open to others’ perspectives and opinions, 
o Avoiding side conversations. 

 
• We will be clear about issues or processes requiring confidentiality and will preserve 

confidentiality when needed. 
 

• We will be generous in taking on necessary tasks. 
 

• We will positively represent vestry decisions in conversations with parishioners. 
 

• We will read and respond to vestry emails in a timely manner, minimizing email traffic 
by sending and replying to only those necessary in the conversation. 
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Saint Andrew’s Episcopal Church 
Parking Lots Development Project 
Qualitative Design & Development Criteria 
Draft 10 
3 March 2015 
 
This document offers an orientation to the Saint Andrew’s community and outlines 
qualitative criteria for this project that Saint Andrew’s deems essential or desirable.  
These criteria are expanded in detail in Parts I, II, and III.  
 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church is a vibrant and growing parish housed in a 
significant historic building, aware of its mission to the neighborhood, the city and 
the world. The development of the parking lots adjacent to the church will shape our 
future; hence the manner in which this happens is of critical importance to us.    
We envision a development that: 
• is a unified complex on our half-block, with Saint Andrew’s at its heart and integrated into 

the whole;  
•  is economically and environmentally sustainable; 
•  enhances the visibility of Saint Andrew’s, physically and symbolically; 
•  is not only a building or complex of buildings, but a work of architecture; 
•  is experienced as a whole greater than the sum of its parts, expressive of community; 
•  creates opportunities for a socially and economically diverse population;  
•  provides a place of sanctuary, safety, and rest; 
•  is physically welcoming and accessible to pedestrians, via bicycles, public transportation,   
   private vehicles, and is accessible to emergency vehicles; and 
•  gives tangible expression to the visions and missions of Saint Andrew’s, the Urban Land      
   Conservancy, and the city of Denver.  
    

Part I: Saint Andrew’s Episcopal Church 
Founded in 1873, Saint Andrew’s Episcopal Church was the second Episcopal parish to be 
organized in the city of Denver. The present church building, built immediately adjacent to 
the heart of downtown Denver in 1908, was designed by the distinguished Boston architect 
Ralph Adams Cram.  Cram’s later works would include the Cathedral of Saint John the 
Divine in New York City and the cadet Chapel at West Point. At the time of construction, the 
congregation lacked funds to complete Cram’s plan for a larger church building, bell tower, 
and adjoining building to the to the south.  A clergy house by J.J.B. Benedict was added in 
1926 and the church building was enlarged, consistent with Cram’s design, in 2008.   

ATTACHMENT 1:   
Parking Lot Steering Committee Report
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Today Saint Andrew’s neighborhood is surrounded by economic and ethnic diversity. Our 
neighborhood is in a state of transition from a low population density, parking lot gritty edge 
city, to a high density, downtown urbanity. Our members come from all across the Denver 
metropolitan area to be a part of this unique community that values Anglo-Catholic liturgical 
practice, beautiful devotional music, inclusiveness, and engagement with the world beyond 
our doors. This rapidly growing parish includes individuals who care deeply about the Saint 
Andrew’s community and our dreams for the future — to grow in God’s love, to serve as a 
sanctuary in the city, and to seek the renewal of the world — while maintaining the traditions 
upon which our parish was built. 
The community of Saint Andrew’s embraces the prospect of planning and implementing 
development of our present property, together with the adjoining parking lots we own jointly 
with the Urban Land Conservancy. Ideally, for us, what happens in this space as a whole 
will give concrete expression to our vision and mission1, enabling us and our neighbors to 
live into what we believe to be possible. 
We believe this to be a unique opportunity. Our best chance to meet the expanding physical 
needs of our community and ministries and to assist us in realizing our potential rests in this 
place. We imagine a unified complex on our half-block, with Saint Andrew’s at its heart and 
integrated into the whole. 
Providing places of refuge to those in need — from downtown workers who cannot afford to 
live downtown to women in midlife who have no home at all — is a vision for us. 
Transforming our half block into a green and growing space is another of our visions. Our 
ideal use for at least a part of this place would combine those two passions.  We also feel a 
sense of urgency about our own space needs since our current office and program space 
already are inadequate as we continue to grow. 
We have some ongoing needs we consider essential, particularly sufficient parking for 
Sunday worship, evening programs, and weekend events, as well as an enhanced physical 
visibility and symbolic significance. We continue to have dreams for this space as a garden, 
a beautiful green oasis, a place where children and adults can play, a cloister, a place of 
rest. We are intrigued by the possibilities of adding green space in non-traditional ways, 
such as on a rooftop or vertical surface.   
Other possible activities and services we might imagine in these spaces include a multi-
purpose neighborhood center, perhaps serving seniors in particular, or senior housing, or 
performance space, or non-profit office space. But we understand that there could be a 

                                                
1 VISION and MISSION for St. Andrew’s: A VISION speaks, in language we know, of things that are beyond our experience.  It lives in the future, 
and beckons to us from there.  A vision is what God sees when God looks at us, and that vision shapes how God calls us to action. MISSION 
describes what we do, inspired by the vision. 
OUR VISION: The tree of life is growing here. 
OUR MISSION: We are called 
• To offer sanctuary in the city 
• To grow in God’s love 
• To seek the renewal of the world 
The image of the tree of life has offered beauty and hope to countless generations of the faithful. Scripture tells us of a world made new and whole, 
where every living thing is healed and gathered into a place of safety and celebration.  In that image of a new heaven and a new earth from the Book 
of Revelation, the river of life flows through the middle of the city of God. And rooted by the river is the tree of life, “with its twelve kinds of fruit, 
producing its fruit each month; and the leaves of the tree are for the healing of the nations.” (Revelation 22:2) It bears a promise of unfailing 
abundance, healing, and renewal. 

ATTACHMENT 1:   
Parking Lot Steering Committee Report
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variety of uses consistent with our vision and mission, even a market-rate housing 
component that would generate income to support our ministries and mission.  
All in all, we imagine this place to be a diverse  community in the heart of the city, a home of 
the Tree of Life, a place of renewal of ourselves and of the world, and a sanctuary to those 
in need.  
 
PART II: GOALS, CRITERIA 
The qualitative design and development criteria, along with associated quantitative criteria, 
form a part of the information to be given to prospective real estate development groups 
interested in being project developer for the Caledonian Parking Lots Project. The criteria 
outlined here are Saint Andrew’s criteria. Our Caledonian partner, the Urban Land 
Conservancy, may also develop their own criteria which also will be provided to prospective 
development groups. 
There is a subtle but important distinction between goals and criteria: 
•  goals:     the results or achievements toward which effort is directed; aim; end; 
•  criteria:  the means to achieving the goals; the standards of judgment or criticism; the  
                 rules or principles for evaluating alternative proposals for meeting the goals.  
Since there usually are competing or conflicting goals, the criteria may offer guidance or 
principles for weighing, balancing, ordering, or resolving such conflicts. 
 
QUANTITATIVE, QUALITATIVE 
Quantitative Goals and Criteria are logical, analytic, verbal, linear, ‘having magnitude or 
spatial extent’, such as: 
• nature of activities to be supported; 
• economic objectives and limitations to be observed;  
• types, sizes, and flexibility of spaces required; 
• physical relationships, groupings, and adjacencies of spaces required; 
• static/dynamic activities (activities unlikely to change; activities likely to change) 
  
Qualitative Goals and Criteria are intuitive, synthetic, nonverbal, holistic, ‘based on some 
quality or characteristic rather than on some quantity or measured value’, such as: 
o character of the whole (Genius Loci or "Spirit of Place") to be realized; 
o identity through which Saint Andrew's is to be known and recognized;  
o spatial & relational qualities through which "sanctuary" & "community" will be experienced; 
o physical and experiential linkages required to join various program activities.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ATTACHMENT 1:   
Parking Lot Steering Committee Report
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PART III: QUALITATIVE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT CRITERIA 
 

1.0 THE FORM AND CHARACTER OF THE DEVELOPMENT AS A WHOLE   
 
1.1  The development should enhance the visibility of Saint Andrew’s, physically and 

symbolically2. The overall character desired is: urban, ecclesiastical, civic, historical-
but-forward-looking, community-oriented, welcoming, protective, nurturing.  
For example: Imagine life at Saint Andrew’s within the great stream in time — from the rich 
inheritances of our great Tradition reaching back to the deep past — forward in time to the imagined 
but invisible events of the near and distant future. We live but in one small segment of this great 
stream in time. 
 
Another example: Consider configuring Saint Andrew’s physically and symbolically to convey the 
perennial nature of this historic faith community: 
o from our origins in the Judeo-Christian Tradition;  
o to our early founding in Denver as the city’s second Episcopal parish; 
o to our present parish with a Vision and Mission for our time; 
o into the imagined but invisible horizon of the near and distant future. 

 
Another example: Recognize the central importance of natural light in the architecture of the 
Christian Tradition.3  Major developments in the uses of natural light took place in Twelfth Century 
church architecture. The concept of analogy is integral to medieval thought; it is an epistemological 
model that says all things, in varying degrees, are manifestations of God in that they have been 
created according to the law of analogy. Light was viewed as the most direct manifestation of God 
out of all created things. Augustine wrote that Christ is literally, and not figuratively, called the Divine 
Light. Coming to understand this worldview points to the significance of light in the Gothic Cathedral 
and subsequent high architecture of the Christian tradition. Today at Saint Andrew’s, the abundance 
of the dynamic, ever-changing natural light, reflected within by the white walls of the nave, can yield 
a spiritual experience analogous to that imagined by Augustine. Thus it is crucial that any future 
adjacent development adjacent to Saint Andrew’s nave be designed to recognize the importance of 
natural light. 
 
Another example: Announce that we are an Episcopal Church with a specific history and liturgical 
tradition by creating new buildings that are compatible with our Gothic Revival church building.   
 
Another example: Shape the corner of 20th and Glenarm to be an inviting “Gateway” into the St. 
Andrew’s development and further into our Enterprise Hill Neighborhood. Through reconfiguring 
existing traffic patterns and developing an active streetscape, make this an entrance to the block that 

                                                
2 Symbolic: serving as a symbol; involving the use of symbols or symbolism: the symbolic meaning of motifs and designs. Paul Tillich argued that 
while signs are invented and forgotten, symbols are born and die. There are, therefore, dead and living symbols. A living symbol can reveal to an 
individual hidden levels of meaning and transcendent or religious realities. For Tillich a symbol always "points beyond itself" to something that is 
unquantifiable and mysterious: the symbol's "depth dimension". Symbols are complex, and their meanings can evolve as the individual or culture 
evolves. When a symbol loses its meaning and power for an individual or culture, it becomes a dead symbol. The Greek Gods might be an example of 
symbols that were once living for the ancient Greeks but whose meaning and power are now gone. 
When a symbol becomes identified with the deeper reality to which it refers, it becomes idolatrous as the "symbol is taken for reality." The symbol 
itself is substituted for the deeper meaning it intends to convey. The unique nature of a symbol is that it gives access to deeper layers of reality which 
are otherwise inaccessible. 
3 The spiritual significance given to light by the Medieval Schoolmen and their architects emerged out of a synthesis of the ideas of Plato and 
Augustine. Plato's Republic defines the good as “being the cause of knowledge as well as of being and essence” and then compares it to sunlight, 
which makes things visible as well as causes nourishment, growth and generation. Augustine developed this idea that "intellectual perception results 
from an act of illumination in which the divine intellect enlightens the human mind.” Otto von Simpson. The Gothic Cathedral. [Princeton. Princeton 
University Press; Expanded edition (July 1, 1988)]. Ever since the construction of Chartre’s Cathedral between 1194 and 1250, light has played a 
central spiritual significance in the high architecture of Christianity. 

ATTACHMENT 1:   
Parking Lot Steering Committee Report
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will invite pedestrians, bicyclists, and the curious. This would offer contrast to the vibrant Welton 
Street development one block to the west. 
 

1.2 The development should be not only a building or complex of buildings, but also a 
work of architecture, striving to meet Vitruvius’s4 conception of architecture as both 
art and science, balancing “utilitas (commodity), firmitas (firmness), and venustas 
(delight).”  
• Utilitas / Commodity: appropriate for its time, its place, and for those who will use it; fit for its 

purpose, functional, and economical. 
• Firmitas / Firmness: sound of construction, safe to use. 
• Venustas / Delight: that poetic quality that is most difficult of all to achieve and rarely realized: 

responsive to human inner needs for order, continuity, intelligibility, and symbolic expression. 

1.3    We seek an architect who will pay attention to each element of the Vitruvian triad. 
1.4   The development should be configured so as to create an arrangement of buildings 

and spaces that will be experienced as a whole greater than the sum of its parts — a 
whole that is expressive of community.  

1.5   The development should be configured so as to provide clear, spatially-orienting 
circulation ways that link together the various elements of the complex. These 
circulation ways should form a network that radiates from an entrance and central 
Commons5 to each of the peripheral spaces.   
• The central Commons could offer:  
o a welcoming entrance to the complex;  
o a place of community for church members, visitors, and neighbors; 
o a place of peaceful sanctuary with growing plants, dappled light, still and running water…… 
o a sense of “center”, with clear and direct access to its peripheral spaces; 
o a sense of “entrance”, both to the complex as a whole and to its peripheral spaces; 
o a sense of orientation and way-finding within the complex; 

   

• Consider the central Commons as being either a green space with natural vegetation or a 
paved square adjacent to such a green space, or a combination of the two. 

• In summary, the experience of moving into and through this network of spaces should be 
that of entering into, being within, and circulating from the central Commons to and 
through the peripheral spaces, fully aware of one’s orientation, both in relation to the 
central space and to the complex as a whole.  Examples: 
o In a university campus, the Quadrangle as central Commons and its surrounding buildings as 

peripheral spaces; 
o In the Denver Performing Arts Complex, the Galleria as central Commons and the theatres, 

shops, restaurants, and garage as peripheral spaces; 
o In Denver’s Wellington Webb Building, the Atrium as central Commons and the buildings 

framing it as peripheral spaces. 
o At Denver’s Saint John’s Cathedral, the Columbarium to the east and the Lawn to the west of 

the Cathedral. Both spaces, although owned by the Episcopal Diocese of Colorado, are 
available for limited public use during most hours.   
- The Columbarium is a place for the respectful and usually public storage of cinerary urns. As 

a burial place, this space, although open to the public, is open with the understanding the 

                                                
4 Marcus Vitruvius Pollio (born c. 80–70 BC, died after c. 15 BC), commonly known as Vitruvius, was a Roman author, architect, and civil engineer 
during the 1st century BC, known for his multi-volume work entitled De Architectura, known today as The Ten Books on Architecture. Two thousand 
years later, Vitruvius’s concise but balanced and holistic conception of architecture continues to exert a profound and enduring influence in 
architectural thought and practice. 
5 Commons: Commons are shared resources. In urban design, the word “Commons” refers to common land, a shared area of land, a place of shared 
civic or community life.  Saint Andrew’s imagines our Commons as functioning similarly to the west Lawn of Saint John’s Cathedral, i.e., open to the 
public but with limits on the nature of the activities that would be enacted there. [SPECIFY] 

ATTACHMENT 1:   
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those occupying it will be act in a manner respectful of its nature. Analogies may be found in 
public cemeteries and churchyards such as lower Manhattan’s Trinity Church Cemetery. This 
space consists of three separate burial grounds associated with Trinity Church. 

- The Lawn, is open to the pubic at almost all times. Neighbors play with their children, families 
picnic, and the Cathedral parish holds regular events.  

 

2.0          THE DEVELOPMENT AND THE NEIGHBORHOOD 
 

2.1 The development should create opportunities for a socially and economically diverse 
population, integrated with opportunities in our neighborhood.  
Support such opportunities in at least two ways: 
1) by providing particular spaces to be physically supportive of these specific life and work 

opportunities to be identified; 
2) by shaping these physical spaces to be of a character that will support and enhance the 

experiences of members of this population.  
• Consider a common space for the sharing of ideas and pooling of resources; a green space or 

spaces for urban gardening. Consider a storefront location for access to healthful, affordable 
food. 

• Consider the needs of neighborhood children. 
• Consider claiming and developing the open space at 20th Street and Glenarm Place as a 

public urban space for civic engagement. 
 
2.3   The development should provide a place of sanctuary, safety, and rest; it should 

provide a place for those who need a foundation on which to build their lives.  
Provide such a place in at least two ways: 
1) By providing particular spaces to be physically supportive of these this kind of place; and 
2) By shaping these physical spaces to be psychologically supportive of experiences of sanctuary, 

safety, and rest.  
Bear in mind the following considerations: 
• Provide a sanctuary/oasis/place of refreshment for quiet reflection in the recognition that Saint 

Andrew’s is located in the heart of a busy city. 
• Consider that, among other uses, this place may be a gathering space for members of the 

community to engage in relationship building. 
• Consider shaping our street, Glenarm Place, to be an attractive, pedestrian-friendly connection 

between the residential neighborhoods to the northeast and central downtown. 
• Consider offering passers-by a place to sit in the shade in quiet contemplation in a street level 

garden. 
• For people who come to Saint Andrew’s for worship or music, consider offering those in need 

sanctuary, spiritual formation, and community activities. 
• Create a hierarchy of spaces, integral to St. Andrew’s programs, which manifest the idea of 

“sanctuary”, ranging from “outer public” at the edges to “inner private” at the heart of the complex. 

2.4          The development should be physically welcoming and accessible to pedestrians, via   
                bicycles, public transportation, private vehicles, and accessible to emergency  
               vehicles.   
 
 
3.0   The development should be economically sustainable.  

• Sustainability means successful development will not require significantly adding to church debt 
or creating a long‐term burden on the budget. 

• Sustainability means planning for the long term. For example, to be sustainable our buildings 
must be commodious — able to accommodate changing needs over time through being adapted 
to serve different purposes.  The Nineteenth Century warehouse buildings of Lower Downtown, 
with their strong bones, flexible space, and orderly circulation systems have been adapted to 
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many different uses over the course of their 125 year lives — warehouse, office, residence, 
museum, retail store, health club, factory, and many more. The Twentieth Century office tower, in 
ways similar to the warehouse, is structurally independent of the rooms, suites, and corridors 
housing the activities conducted within it, allowing the economical reconfiguring of space to 
accommodate a variety of diverse functions. 

• Sustainability means that the design of the development should provide for the likelihood that 
Saint Andrew’s programs will both expand and contract over time. 

• Sustainability means building for the long term. For example, to be sustainable our buildings must 
be firm of construction — structurally sound, weather-resistant, made of durable materials and 
systems that will stand the test of time, and safe to use. Sustainability also means recognizing 
that although we have a great need for parking space today, future population growth, increasing 
urban densities, and expansion of alternative means of mobility may lead to a concomitant 
decrease in the need for parking space.  

 

4.0          The development should be environmentally sustainable. 
• Environmentally Sustainable design seeks to reduce negative impacts on the environment and on 

the health and comfort of building occupants, thereby improving building performance. The basic 
objectives of sustainability are to reduce consumption of non-renewable resources, minimize 
waste, and create healthful, productive environments.  
 

• Design principles for Environmentally Sustainability promote practices to: 
o optimize site potential; 
o minimize non-renewable energy consumption; 
o use environmentally preferable products; 
o protect and conserve water; 
o enhance indoor environmental quality; and 
o optimize operational and maintenance practices. 

 
• LEED6, or Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design, is a green building certification program 

that recognizes best-in-class building strategies and practices. To receive LEED certification, 
building projects satisfy prerequisites and earn points to achieve different levels of certification. 
Prerequisites and credits differ for each rating system; teams choose the best fit for their project. 
Prospective development groups are expected to collaborate with Caledonian during the 
selection process to determine jointly the appropriate LEED (or Caledonian-approved equal to 
LEED) certification system(s) to be employed in the design, construction, and operation of the 
project. 
 

 

5.0 The development should give tangible expression to the visions and missions of 
both the city of Denver and the Urban Land Conservancy.  
The Urban Land Conservancy’s Vision is to preserve real estate to strengthen and enrich the city 
The Urban Land Conservancy’s Mission is:  

     1.  to form long-term partnerships with nonprofit, for-profit, and governmental organizations to assist   
          urban communities in addressing their real estate needs; 
     2.  to acquire and hold strategic sites to preserve affordability in anticipation of market changes; and 
     3.  to serve as or partner with the master developer on community developments. 

 
The City of Denver’s Vision is A city that is livable for all of its people, now and in the future 
The City of Denver’s Mission is 
1. to provide economic opportunity and security;   
2. to practice environmental stewardship;   
3. to ensure equity; and   
4. to support engagement.   

                                                
6 LEED: http://www.usgbc.org/leed 
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Consider:  
- expanding transportation choices and work to change travel behavior;  
- seeking ways to manage the transition from automobile-oriented practices to other forms of 

mobility; 
- encouraging shared parking; 
- recognizing that although we have a great need for parking space today, future population 

growth, increasing urban densities, expansion of alternative means of mobility, and a 
concomitant decrease in the need for parking space could leave us with a surplus of expensive, 
unneeded, unused space; 

- providing some automobile parking space off-site so that in the future, if it is no longer needed, it 
can be sold or converted to other uses.  

- promoting pedestrian/bicyclist safety and comfort; strengthen links between modes of mobility 
(pedestrian, bicycle, transit); strengthen access to transit; encourage transit ridership; 

- contributing to Blueprint Denver’s urban design vision: 
o orienting development to street;  
o aligning buildings along streets, without setbacks;  
o locating driveways away from street corners;  
o landscaping streetfronts;  
o developing the scale of buildings to relate to the street;  
o using durable materials;  
o carefully designing transitions to adjacent areas;  
o recognize the importance of 21st Street as an emergent “Festival Street.”7 

- improving the function of streets: 
o viewing streets as means to enhance the mobility of people, not only cars; 
o maintaining continuity of the street network (streets, alleys, sidewalks, bikeways);  
o developing multimodal streets that can comfortably accommodate multiple modes of mobility, 

including public transportation, pedestrians, and bicycles as well as private vehicles. 
Multimodal streets accommodate more trips by more people in the same amount of space by 
improving transit and providing better pedestrian and bicycle facilities. Multimodal streets 
consider all types of mobility to be equally important, helping mixed-use development become 
successful as well as reducing traffic congestion.  

 

                                                
7 Festival Street: “The street is a two-way, low traffic volume street that enjoys two neighborhood landmarks as bookends: Coors Field 
to the west and Benedict Fountain Park to the east. Coors Field in particular acts as a strong terminating vista for the street and is a 
valuable asset for any future development on 21st.” “ …..ideas of the street being a place with an enhanced public realm and 
prioritizing pedestrians and bicyclists.”  [From Northeast Downtown Denver Neighborhoods Plan, Page 40] 
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Treasurer’s Report  
February 2015 
 

 Balance Sheet 
February with $40,171.24 in the General Operating Account and $24,550.41 in Accounts Payable 
(See Accounts Payable Report) 

 

 Budget vs. Actual -  Revenue 
Plate and Pledge exceeded budget again in February by $8,744.89 and $13,808.36 for the year.  
 
There Will Your Heart be Also - $250 in memorial donations. 
 
Total Operating Revenue exceeded budget by $6,396.18 in February and $5,871.05 for the year. 

 

 Budget vs. Actual - Expenses 
Salaries and Benefits are running slightly under budget.    
 
Ministries are under budget due to timing.  
 
(7.12) in flower expense is due to a credit on a January invoice. 
 
Diocesan and Regional expense are over budget because plate and pledge revenue are over 
budget. 
 
Administrative expense is over budget in February because of heavy copier use.   
 
There were repairs to the boiler in February that caused Building and grounds to slightly exceed 
budget. 
 
Over budget amounts in Music are due to seasonal timing will even out as the year progresses.   

 

 Unbudgeted Revenue and Expense 
The $271.91 income and disbursements from Other Designated Funds were for “Discover St. 
Andrew’s expense (signage). 

 
 

 
 
 

If you have any questions or concerns about St. Andrew’s finances please contact me at 
bobdmosher@gmail.com or 303-916-5766. 
 
Bob Mosher 
Treasurer 
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ASSETS
  Current Assets

    Bank Accounts

      General Operating $      40,171.24

      Reserve to Pay Loans From Parishioners to Parish for Construction 104,894.43

      Designated Funds 21,707.16

      Rector's Discretionary Fund 2,670.49

    Total Bank Accounts $    169,443.32
    Designated Funds Receivable 5,000.00

    Caledonian Reimbursements Receivable 3,338.88

    Accounts Receivable 622.23

    Prepaid Expense 3,302.23

  Total Current Assets $    181,706.66
  Long-Term Assets

    Endowment (Market Value) $    226,570.43
  Fixed Assets

   Real Estate - Land and Building 3,814,595.21

    Furniture and Fixtures 299,788.95

    Investment in Caledonian Development (Parking Lots) 387,500.00

  Total Fixed Assets $ 4,501,884.16

TOTAL ASSETS $ 4,910,161.25

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
  Liabilities

    Current Liabilities

      Accounts Payable $      24,550.41

      Designated Funds Payable 5,000.00

      Pension Payable (Staff) 417.40

      Accrued Interest Payable (Parishioner Loans) 1,533.63

    Total Current Liabilities $      31,501.44
    Long-Term Liabilities

      Mortgage Payable 502,600.17

     Loans From Parishioners to Parish for Construction Payable 230,000.00

    Total Long-Term Liabilities $    732,600.17
    Designated Funds Liabilities

      Who Is My Neighbor Fund 886.01

      Other Designated Funds 20,821.15

21,707.16

      Rector's Discretionary Fund 2,670.49

      Endowment 226,570.43

    Total Designated Funds Liabilities $    250,948.08
  Total Liabilities $ 1,015,049.69
  Net Assets

    Unrestricted and Restricted Net Assets $ 3,883,395.88

    Net Income 11,715.68

 Total Net Assets $ 3,895,111.56

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY $ 4,910,161.25

St. Andrew's Episcopal Church
Balance Sheet

February 28, 2015
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Statement of Financial Activities
1

Annual
Budget

Actual Budget $ Over Budget Actual Budget $ Over Budget 2015

REVENUE
  OPERATING REVENUE
         3005 Plate 8,973.48 2,618.00 6,355.48 14,446.48 5,182.00 9,264.48                        50,000 

         3010 Pledge 45,939.41 43,550.00 2,389.41 92,243.88 87,700.00 4,543.88                      452,100 

      Total 3000 Plate and Pledge Revenue $        54,912.89 $        46,168.00  $            8,744.89 $         106,690.36 $          92,882.00  $          13,808.36  $                  502,100 

      OTHER REVENUE
         3203 Envelope Campaign 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00                        15,000 

         3204 Music Guild 975.00 2,500.00 -1,525.00 975.00 5,000.00 -4,025.00                        30,000 

         3205 There Will Your Heart Be Also 250.00 0.00 250.00 250.00 0.00 250.00                                 - 

         3210 Evensong Revenue 330.00 300.00 30.00 562.00 600.00 -38.00                          3,000 

         3219 Fundraising (Net) 1,384.33 667.00 717.33 1,384.33 1,334.00 50.33                        25,000 

         3230 Caledonian Reimbursements 1,145.00 1,145.00 0.00 2,290.00 2,290.00 0.00                        13,740 

         3240 Interest 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00                          6,000 

         3250 Miscellaneous 504.40 0.00 504.40 904.40 0.00 904.40                             500 

         3255 Facilities Use. 35.00 0.00 35.00 190.00 0.00 190.00                          3,000 

         3260 Designated Funds
                   Children's Minister 2,199.96 2,167.00 32.96 4,398.96 4,334.00 64.96                        26,000 

                   Curate 0.00 2,500.00 -2,500.00 0.00 5,000.00 -5,000.00                        30,000 

         3280 Pass-through Deposits 490.60 490.60 824.80 0.00 824.80                                 - 

         3290 Pass-through Disbursements -384.00 -384.00 -1,158.80 0.00 -1,158.80                                 - 

       Total 3200 Other Revenue  $        6,930.29  $        9,279.00  $           (2,348.71)  $         10,620.69  $        18,558.00  $           (7,937.31)  $             152,240.00 

    Total Operating Revenue  $      61,843.18  $      55,447.00  $            6,396.18  $       117,311.05  $      111,440.00  $            5,871.05  $                  654,340 

February 2015 January - February 2015 (YTD)
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St. Andrew's Episcopal Church

Statement of Financial Activities
2

Annual
Budget

Actual Budget $ Over Budget Actual Budget $ Over Budget 2015

February 2015 January - February 2015 (YTD)

EXPENSES
   5000 SALARIES & BENEFITS
      5010 Salaries - Rector 2,759.20 2,759.00 0.20 5,518.40 5,518.00 0.40                        33,113 

      5020 Housing Allowance - Rector 4,000.00 4,000.00 0.00 8,000.00 8,000.00 0.00                        48,000 

      5022 SECA Reimbursement 517.10 517.00 0.10 1,034.20 1,034.00 0.20                          6,205 

      5015 Salaries - Assoc. Priest 1,141.80 1,142.00 -0.20 2,283.60 2,284.00 -0.40                        13,701 

      5017 Children/Youth Minister Salary 2,199.48 2,200.00 -0.52 4,398.96 4,400.00 -1.04                        26,394 

      5023 Curate Salary 2,374.66 2,375.00 -0.34 4,749.32 4,750.00 -0.68                        28,500 

      5023 Curate Housing 1,917.00 1,917.00 0.00 3,834.00 3,834.00 0.00                        23,000 

      5025 Insurance/Pension - Clergy
                 Health Insurance - Rector 1,571.00 1,631.00 -60.00 3,142.00 3,265.00 -123.00                        19,681 

                 Pension - Rector 1,309.73 1,310.00 -0.27 2,619.46 2,620.00 -0.54                        15,606 

                 Pension - Curate 825.75 825.00 0.75 1,467.41 1,647.00 -179.59                          9,909 

      5028 Deacon's Expenses 0.00 42.00 -42.00 0.00 84.00 -84.00                             510 

      5029 Parking Attendant 831.86 832.00 -0.14 1,663.72 1,664.00 -0.28                          9,983 

      5030 Child Care 914.60 896.00 18.60 1,759.11 1,792.00 -32.89                        10,750 

      5037 Administrator 2,740.80 2,741.00 -0.20 5,481.60 5,482.00 -0.40                        32,896 

      5038 Sexton 846.64 966.00 -119.36 1,715.56 1,932.00 -216.44                        11,586 

      5040 Insurance/Pension Staff
                 Health Insurance - Administrator 1,508.00 1,488.00 20.00 3,016.00 2,976.00 40.00                        17,867 

                 Pension - Administrator 246.65 247.00 -0.35 493.30 494.00 -0.70                          2,961 

                 Pension - Music Director 267.35 268.00 -0.65 534.70 536.00 -1.30                          3,208 

                 Pension - Children's Minister 197.95 198.00 -0.05 395.80 396.00 -0.20                          2,374 

      5050 Payroll Taxes Staff 946.57 934.00 12.57 1,940.53 1,868.00 72.53                        11,203 

      5090 Staff Christmas Bonus 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00                             900 

      5710 Music Director 2,970.52 2,971.00 -0.48 5,941.04 5,942.00 -0.96                        35,646 

      5715 Organist 1,742.00 1,668.00 74.00 3,551.00 3,336.00 215.00                        20,018 

    Total 5000 SALARIES & BENEFITS  $      31,828.66  $      31,927.00  $                (98.34)  $         63,539.71  $        63,854.00  $              (314.29)  $                  384,011 
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Statement of Financial Activities
3

Annual
Budget

Actual Budget $ Over Budget Actual Budget $ Over Budget 2015

February 2015 January - February 2015 (YTD)

   5300 MINISTRIES EXPENSES
      5306 Catechumenate 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00                             500 

      5310 Children's Education 480.48 590.00 -109.52 480.48 1,180.00 -699.52                          7,075 

      5311 Community of Caring 0.00 25.00 -25.00 0.00 50.00 -50.00                             300 

      5312 Education For Ministry (EFM) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00                             100 

      5316 Vestry Expense 237.63 42.00 195.63 237.63 84.00 153.63                             500 

      5350 Altar Guild and Worship Expense 118.55 371.00 -252.45 240.55 742.00 -501.45                          4,450 

      5351 Flower Expense -7.12 0.00 -7.12 -7.12 0.00 -7.12                                 - 

      5355 Acolyte Supplies 0.00 12.00 -12.00 0.00 24.00 -24.00                             150 

      5360 Outreach 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00                        15,000 

      5365 Ministry Collaboration Team 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00                             100 

      5370 Coffee Hour 36.09 42.00 -5.91 36.09 84.00 -47.91                             501 

      5390 Website & Advertising 0.00 542.00 -542.00 149.00 584.00 -435.00                          2,000 

      5395 Arts Ministry 0.00 100.00 -100.00 0.00 100.00 -100.00                             100 

    Total 5300 MINISTRIES EXPENSES  $           865.63  $        1,724.00  $              (858.37)  $           1,136.63  $          2,848.00  $           (1,711.37)  $                    30,776 

   5300 DIOCESAN AND REGIONAL EXPENSE
      5320 Diocese of Colorado Pledge            5,491.29            4,616.80 874.49 10,669.04 9,288.20 1,380.84                        50,210 
      5380 High Plains Region Support            1,372.82            1,154.20 218.62 2,667.26 2,322.05 345.21                        12,552 
      5321 Diocesan Convention 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00                          1,500 
   5300 Total Diocesan and Regional Expense  $        6,864.11  $        5,771.00  $            1,093.11  $         13,336.30  $        11,610.25  $            1,726.05  $                    64,262 
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Budget

Actual Budget $ Over Budget Actual Budget $ Over Budget 2015

February 2015 January - February 2015 (YTD)

   5400 ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
      5420 Accounting & Payroll Expenses 114.25 233.00 -118.75 496.44 466.00 30.44                          2,800 

      5421 Bank Charges 226.67 217.00 9.67 480.65 434.00 46.65                          2,603 

      5425 Equipment Lease 167.00 167.00 0.00 334.00 334.00 0.00                          2,000 

      5426 Copier Use 838.01 250.00 588.01 843.73 500.00 343.73                          3,000 

      5430 Interest Expense-Loans From Parishioners 767.00 767.00 0.00 1,533.63 1,534.00 -0.37                          9,200 

      5430 Mortgage Interest 2,399.54 2,322.00 77.54 4,805.88 4,728.00 77.88                        27,562 

      5465 Mortgage Principal Payments 1,425.68 1,503.00 -77.32 2,844.56 2,922.00 -77.44                        18,341 

      5435 Office Expenses 354.23 472.00 -117.77 548.06 944.00 -395.94                          5,660 

      5438 Cleaning Supplies 166.96 183.00 -16.04 370.44 366.00 4.44                          2,200 

      5440 Miscellaneous Expense 89.81 85.00 4.81 89.81 170.00 -80.19                          1,014 

      5445 Postage 197.30 100.00 97.30 197.30 200.00 -2.70                          1,200 

      5450 Telephone/ Internet 237.25 292.00 -54.75 478.00 584.00 -106.00                          3,500 

    Total 5400 ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES  $        6,983.70  $        6,591.00  $               392.70  $         13,022.50  $        13,182.00  $              (159.50)  $                    79,080 

   5600 BUILDING & GROUNDS EXPENSES
      5630 Insurance 1,228.75 1,542.00 -313.25 2,424.29 3,084.00 -659.71                        18,499 

      5635 Lawn & Grounds Maintenance 108.25 125.00 -16.75 227.87 250.00 -22.13                          1,500 

      5640 Repair & Maintenance 1,562.70 1,083.00 479.70 1,636.21 2,166.00 -529.79                        13,000 

      5650 Utilities 1,043.97 1,106.00 -62.03 2,352.55 2,212.00 140.55                        13,269 

    Total 5600 BUILDING & GROUNDS EXPENSES  $        3,943.67  $        3,856.00  $                 87.67  $           6,640.92  $          7,712.00  $           (1,071.08)  $                    46,268 
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Annual
Budget

Actual Budget $ Over Budget Actual Budget $ Over Budget 2015

February 2015 January - February 2015 (YTD)

   5700 MUSIC
      5720 Singer Salaries 4,420.00 3,750.00 670.00 8,020.00 7,500.00 520.00                        45,000 

      5725 Payroll Taxes - Music Staff 338.13 287.00 51.13 618.89 574.00 44.89                          3,443 

      5730 Instrumentalists 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00                             500 

      5740 Organ Maintenance 0.00 42.00 -42.00 0.00 84.00 -84.00                             500 

      5745 New Music Purchases 0.00 42.00 -42.00 0.00 84.00 -84.00                             500 

    Total 5700 MUSIC  $        4,758.13  $        4,121.00  $               637.13  $           8,638.89  $          8,242.00  $               396.89  $                    49,943 

 Total Operating Expenses  $      55,243.90  $      53,990.00  $            1,253.90  $       106,314.95  $      107,448.25  $           (1,133.30)  $                  654,340 

 Net Operating Income  $        6,599.28  $        1,457.00  $            5,142.28  $         10,996.10  $          3,991.75  $            7,004.35  $                             - 

UNBUDGETED (RESTRICTED) REVENUE AND EXPENSE
   7010 SVSS/SVSP Pledge Payments 50.00 200.00

   7015 Cash in Plate (1st Sunday of Month) 136.25 299.25

   7016 Donations to Rector's Discretionary Fund 200.00 200.00

   7040 Interest - Endowment Loan For SVSP Costs 0.00 600.00

   7050 Interest -Reserve to Pay Loans From Parishioners Acct 9.65 20.33

   7090 Income - Other Designated Funds 271.91 271.91

   8090 Disbursements-Other Designated Funds -271.91 -271.91

   8040 Transfers to Endowment 0.00 -600.00

Net Unbudgeted Revenue $             395.90 $                719.58

Net Income  $        6,995.18  $         11,715.68 
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St. Andrew's Episcopal Church

Designated Funds Detail

Beginning Balance Ending Balance

Designated Funds 2/1/2015 Funds In Funds Out 2/28/2015

2015 Pledge Pre-payments -                                 -                               

Adult Forum 421.48                          421.48                        

Building Mtce Contingency Fund 232.75                          232.75                        

Catechumenate Expenses 1,396.42                       1,396.42                     

Children's Minister Salary 10,586.01                    (2,059.96)       8,526.05                     

Columbarium 600.00                          600.00                        

Curate's Salary -                                 -                               

Discover St. Andrew's 1,852.30                       (271.91)           1,580.39                     

EFM 450.00                          450.00                        

Flowers (Christmas) 665.66                          665.66                        

Flowers (Easter) 197.79                          197.79                        

Flowers (Regular) 211.32                          45.00           256.32                        

Good Friday Offering (Jerusalem) 399.47                          399.47                        

Leaded Glass Windows 478.89                          478.89                        

Magnuson Discretionary Fund 554.15                          554.15                        

Memorial Gifts 2,155.00                       2,155.00                     

Organ 100.00                          100.00                        

Outreach 1,476.86                       1,476.86                     

Prepaid Funeral Funds 600.00                          600.00                        

Safe Have Project 199.23                          199.23                        

Seminary Scholarship Fund 5,000.00                       5,000.00                     

Tree Trimming 510.69                          510.69                        

Who Is My Neighbor Fund 886.01                          20.00           906.01                        

Total Designated Funds 28,974.03                    65.00          (2,331.87)       26,707.16                   

Designated Funds Loaned to Operating (5,000.00)                     (5,000.00)                    

Available Designated Funds 23,974.03$                  65.00$        (2,331.87)$     21,707.16$                

February 2015
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Current 1 - 30 31 - 60 61 - 90 91 and over
Cecilia Masson 36.09

Church Pension Fund 3,465.40

Episcopal Diocese of Colorado 5,491.29 5,177.75

First Mennonite Church of San Francisco 75.00

Gerkens Religious Supplies 118.55

High Plains Region 1,372.82 1,294.44

Music Payroll Accrual 6,489.15

Office Depot 127.53

Richard Robertson 134.00

Sally Thomas 235.39

The Grounds Guys 433.00

Volunteers of America 100.00

TOTAL $  18,078.22 $    6,472.19 $           0.00 $           0.00 $                  0.00

Thursday, Mar 05, 2015 08:01:05 PM PST GMT-7

St. Andrew's Episcopal Church
A/P Aging Summary

As of February 28, 2015
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TOTAL
36.09

3,465.40

10,669.04

75.00

118.55

2,667.26

6,489.15

127.53

134.00

235.39

433.00

100.00

$   24,550.41

Thursday, Mar 05, 2015 08:01:05 PM PST GMT-7

St. Andrew's Episcopal Church
A/P Aging Summary

As of February 28, 2015
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